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Enterprise Keyboard
Bringing data entry simplicity to zebra android devices
Your workers are using Zebra Android all-touch mobile computers to capture crucial enterprise data — but the standard
consumer Android soft keypad falls short of your enterprise requirements. Key size, lack of auto correction for the terms
used in your business and more reduce data entry efficiency and accuracy. Introducing Zebra’s Enterprise Keyboard, truly
designed for the enterprise user. Your users get all the features they need to enter highly accurate data in record time. Make
your Zebra mobile computers easier to use and boost workers productivity with Enterprise Keyboard — only from Zebra.
Meet Any Data Entry Need with
Five Keyboard Layouts
Users can choose the keyboard that
maximizes data entry simplicity for the task
at hand with the same familiar swiping motion
they use on their personal smartphones.
Keyboard layouts include QWERTY, numeric,
symbols, phone and scanning layouts.

Easy to See in any Lighting Condition
Whether workers are inside the four walls in
low light condition or outside in direct bright
sunlight, the specially chosen contrasting
colors make every key easy to see.

Large Keys and Flexible
Keypress Feedback Methods
for Highly Accurate Typing
The specially-sized keys accommodate
virtually any hand size. And four methods
are available to provide users with the
feedback they need to verify they have
pressed the right key: vibration (also known
as haptic), sound, visual color change on the
pressed key or a pop-up style large preview
that appears above the pressed key.

Large Scan Key for Easy
and Intuitive Scanning
An extra large scan key available on
the keyboard provides a smoother
workflow and faster scanning — workers
no longer need to stop and locate the
physical scan button.

Configurable Scanning Feedback:
Beep Tone or Vibration
Flexible choices ensure that even users in
the noisiest environments will receive the
feedback they need to maximize scanning
productivity. Choose from the traditional
beep tone, haptic vibration or both.

Robust Language Support
A long press on the spacebar allows users
to choose their language. Users can switch
between languages on the fly via the
Enterprise Keyboard ‘World’ button.

Streamline Data Entry with Powerful
Auto-Correction Features
Users or IT can simplify data entry
by enabling or disabling four autocorrect features, including: automatic
capitalization, presentation of a list
of correction suggestions, next word
suggestion and learned intelligence —
personalized suggestions gleaned from
the data the user has entered to date.

Customized Personal Dictionary
for Faster and Easier Data Entry
Add the vocabulary you use in your business
to the built-in dictionary, enabling autofill and
autocorrect on industry-specific terms.

Automatic Screen orientation
Portrait and landscape support allows users
to choose the device orientation that will
simplify the current data entry task.

Integrate Captured Data into Your
Application —Right Out of the Box
Zebra’s DataWedge allows you to
automatically capture, format and process
the data captured via Enterprise Keyboard
— no programming required.

Give Your Workers Flexible
On-Screen Data Capture Options
Zebra’s Swipe Assist allows you to present
a large on-screen button along with
Enterprise Keyboard, providing users with a
variety of methods to scan barcodes, take
pictures or capture documents.

maximize data entry simplicity on your zebra android devices with enterprise keyboard.
For more information, visit www.Zebra.com/enterprisekeyboard or access our
global contact directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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keyboard characteristics
Layouts

Alternate Characters

Layout Switching

Input Methods

Feedback

keyboard characteristics (continued)

All keyboards offer configurable key mapping and
an optional scan tab:
QWERTY
Numeric
Symbols
Phone
Emoji

Correction

Enable or disable the following features:
Auto-capitalization
Show correction suggestions
Personalized suggestions (learned)
Next word suggestion

Personal Dictionary

Add words to customize for the user’s vocabulary

Flick key for alternate character
Multiple characters per key
Long hold and release

language support
Languages

British English, Dutch, English, French, German,
Italian, Russian, Spanish

Integrated tab
Swipe left/right
Preservation of Shift lock on QWERTY keyboard
Dedicated keys on layout
Automatic based on field type

Language selection

Select via long press on the spacebar; toggle
between multiple languages via the “World” button

Traditional touch typing
Voice entry via Google’s Google Mobile Services
(GMS)

Supported devices
Zebra Android Lollipop
Mobile Devices

Integrated and on-board, right out of the box

Zebra Android KitKat
Mobile Devices

Supported, software is downloadable at no
charge from the Zebra Enterprise Support Portal
at https://portal.zebra.com/Support/US-EN

Haptic (vibration) on key press (system setting)
Sound on key press (system setting)
Visual color change on key press
Key preview above the selected key
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